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This invention relates to refrigerating appa- _ 

ratus and has for its object to provide a new and 
improved device of this description. 
The invention has as a.` further object to pro 

vide a refrigerating apparatus ̀ having compart 
ments which are at different temperatures, ‘so’` 
that articles of food can be‘kept in one compart 
ment at a low temperature and inanother com-1 
partment at a higher temperature. The inven 
tion has as afurther object to> provide a refrig 
erating apparatus having compartments which 
are communicating, but which` are ¿at different 
temperatures, one ̀ compartment being at a low 
`temperature and another compartment being at 
a higher temperature. 'I'he invention has as ̀ a. 
further object _to provide arefrigerating appara 
tus` having a >compartment with a partition 
therein which extends upwardly from, the bot 

i tom, but not clear up to vthe top,` with a cooling 
device in one `compartment "which primarily 
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cools this compartment, the ̀ cold air passing over ' 
the partition into the other compartment. 
The invention‘has as a further object to pro 

vide a refrigerating device which ̀ may also be 
used as a‘table. f ` 

The invention‘has as a further object to pro 
vide a refrigerating apparatus which can be 
easily defrosted by brushing the frost oiî of the 
cooling element and without warming it up. The 
invention has as a further object to provide a 
refrigerating apparatus which can be‘defrosted 
`whilethe‘refrigerating chamber remains cold and 
without .taking the articles of _food out of the re 

frigerating chamber. f ` , ‘l ' »The invention has further objects which are 
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. This refrigerating receptacle is provided at the ‘ 

more particularly pointed out in the accompany- ‘ 
ing description. i 

‘ ‘Referring now to the drawings,`Fig. 1 is ‘a view 
showing‘a device embodying one form ofthe in 

i vention; 

Fig. 2 is` an Venlarged sectional view taken 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3`3 
ofFig.,2; " " ~ " ` 

Fig. 4` is a fragmentary sectional view show 
` ing the lefthand portion'of'Fig. 3 with some‘ofï 

the parts in a different position; i , fFigfä is a side elevationvof‘one end" of one 
`form of ̀ adjustable partition; l l , ` ` ` 

Fig. 6~is a. sectional view taken online »6_6 i 
of Fig. ̀ 4; 

Fig. 'I isßa ‘sectional view taken on` line ‘li-l` 
0f Fig. 4: ,l i ¿ , 

, Eig. `8 isa sectional view taken on line`8-8 
ofFig.,4; ~ i \ \ ».1 l , , 
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Fig. 9 is a sectional view showing a modiiied 
construction; ' . ` 

Fig. 10_ is a detailed view showing one method 
of` movably supporting the cooling element; 

Fig. 11 is a view of the upper iefthand corner 
`of Fig. 4, showing the cooling element moved up 
to be entirely surrourrdíddiy warm aix-.in the 

, ` ~ \\\~ room: and e , , 

Fig. 12 is `a view showing a modiiled means 
for permitting pivotal movement of the parti 
tion.l \ 

Like numerals refer to `like parts throughout 
`the several iigures. 

‘ In Fig. 1 I have `illustrated a construction 
where the refrigerating apparatus performs two 
functions, namely a refrigerator and a. table, 
thus having the’two ̀ devices occupying substan 
‘tiallythe same space. It is of course evident that 
the device may be used simply asa refrigerator 
and l.that it may be made in many diiîerent 
forms, sizes and shapes. v i 

In carrying out the invention I provide a re` 
frigerating receptacle I. ` In the construction 
shown in Figs. l1, 2 and 3 the refrigerating ̀ re 
ceptacle is closed at the bottom and on the four 
sides and is made of ̀ any suitable heat insulat 
ing construction. As herein shown, it ismade 
of two sets of walls 2 and 3, one within theother, 
the space between the walls being illled with 
heat insulating material! of any suitable kind. 

top with a suitable door or doors. I prefer to 
provide two doors 5 and 6 which are'preferably i 
transparent, although this is not essential. In 
the construction shown there are two d0ors,`the ` 
door 5 `being hinged at 1 and the door ‘6 being 
hinged at 8. ~ ‘ , 

Within the refrigerating receptacle is a cool 
ing element 9 which may be of any desired‘form. 
It maybe one of the types of ordinary evapo 
rators as now; used,l but I prefer to use a,` cooling 
element having flat, smooth upper and lower , 
faces and particularly a cooling element de 
scribed in‘mylpatent application Serial Number 
285,130, filed July 18, 1939. This cooling ele 
ment is held in position belowthe doors andf` 
preferably'near the upper edge ofthe refriger 
ating receptacle. I prefer to have the _cooling 
element movably connected in position so that 
it maybe moved up or down and I also prefer to ` 
have -it pivotally connectedto its-support; as at 
i0. When thus ‘movably or‘pivotally supported, 
some means‘is provided at the outer end of the 
coolingv element to support this outer end, and 
for purposes of illustration I have shown ̀ the 



2. 
outer end of the cooling element supported by 
the flexible supporting members II which are 
connected to the cooling element, preferably at 
two opposed edges thereof. These flexible sup 

.porting members are also connected to some 
fixed part, such as the wall of the refrigerating 
receptacle, by the fastening devices I2. I pre 
fer to have the ñexible supporting members re 
movably fastened in position, as by means of the 
hook I3 which can be easily and quickly un 
hooked. There are preferably two of these ilex 
ible supporting members, one at each edge of the 
cooling element. 
The cooling element may be moved up and 

down in any desired manner and by any desired 
means. As herein shown, the part Illa in which 
the pivot II! is mounted, projects through a slot 
Illb in the inner wall 3 and is provided with an 
enlargement IIlc which engages the outer face 
of this wall. An adjustable member IIld, such as 
a nut, is placed on the inside of the wall so that 
when tightened up it will hold the cooling element 
in any desired position. A groove Ille is formed 
in the heat insulating material so as to permit 
the up and down movement of the parts. 

The,refrigerant may be supplied to the cooling 
element in any desired manner, but I prefer to 
supply it by means of flexible conduits I4 and I5. 
There is an expansion valve I6 connected with 
the supply conduit I4 and with the cooling ele~ 
ment. By having these conduits I4 and I5 ñex 
ible, it will be seen that the cooling element may 
be moved to various positions without añecting 
these connections. 
The refrigerant may be supplied to the cool 

ing element from any desired source. In order to 
make the device a unitary structure, I prefer to 
provide means for supplying refrigerant which 
may be located in a compartment I1 and which 
may consist of the usual mechanism for this 
purpose, such as the compressor I8, condenser 
I9, collector vI9a, motor 20 and fan 2l. The fan 
blows air through the condenser I9 and there 
are openings 22 in tl'ïe wallvof the compartment 
through which the warm air from the condenser 
is discharged. 
When the device is to be used as a table there 

are provided a series of table leaves 23. As many 
of these leaves as desired may be used. 'I'hese 
leaves are preferably hinged leaves having mov 
able supports 24 by means of which they may be 
‘held in their operative positions. When it is de 
sirable, these supports may be moved to the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 2 so that the leaves may be 
dropped down as shown on the righthand side 
of Fig. 1, so as to be out of the way. 
Within the refrigerating receptacle is a parti 

tion which extends to some point near the upper 
edge of the receptacle. 'I‘his partition is prefer 
ably adjustable vertically and laterally or hori 
zontally. This partition is preferably located at 
some point between the innermost edge of the 
cooling element and the opposed wall of the re 

position between these points. It may be ad 
justed so that a part of the cooling element pro 
jects beyond it if desired. As herein shown the 
partition is made up of the members 25 and 26 
which are slidable with relation to each other 
to adjust them vertically and which may be held 
in any adjusted position by any suitable means. 
As herein s_hown there are loops 21 at the opposed 
edges of one of the members, as for example, the 
member 26, the member 25 working in these loops 
as shown in Fig. 7. There is preferably a tight 
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’ f rigerating receptacle and may be adjusted to any . 
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ñt of the member 25 in the loops 2l so that the 
two members ̀ will stay in any position to which 
they are adjusted. Any other suitable means 
may be used for holding the members in any ad 
justed position, lBy this means the partition may 
be varied in height so as to bring the upper edge 
closer or farther away from the cooling element. 
This partition as it were divides the refriger 

ating receptacle `into two chambers 28 and 29 ' 
which are connected together at their upperends. 
These chambers may be varied in size by moving 
the partition laterally toward and away from the 
cooling element 9 so as to increase the size of one 
chamber and decrease the size of the other cham 
ber. Any' suitable means may be provided for 
holding the partition in any of its adjusted posi 
tions. As herein shown the partition is provided 
at the topand bottom and the opposed ends with 
the spring members 30 which engage the opposed 
faces of the inner walls of thel refrigerating 
receptacle. These spring members permit the 
partition to be moved laterally andthey also act 
to hold the partition in any adjusted position. 
The cooling element 9 when in use is prefer 

ably in a horizontal position and any material 
to be cooled may be placed on top of it. I have 
illustrated a series of ice cube trays 3| on top 
of the cooling element but it is of course evident 
that any other material which it is desired to 
freeze may be placed thereon. « Y l  ’ 

The chamber 28 directly below the cooling ele 
ment will be the colder chamber and the chamber 
29 will be the warmer chamber. The chamber 29, 
for example, may be provided with a series of 
trays, 32, 32a, 32b,‘etc. These trays are prefer 
ably wire woven trays and are open’at‘ the top 
and one side. They may be supported in posi 
tion in any desired manner and may be set'one 
on top of the other if desired. I prefer to have 
some means for lifting them up so that the ma 
terial in the lower trays will be easily accessible. 
In the construction shown, this result is secured 
by providing at' theopposed ends of the trays 
the supports 33 which are connected to a mem 
ber 33a on which the trays rest. Arms 34 are 
connected to the supports 33, as by means of the 
pins 35 and the slots 36. These arms are pivoted 
at 31 and are provided with the members 38. 
Springs 39 are connected to the membery 38 and 
to some ñxed part, as the wall of the refrigeratlng 
receptacle. These springs tend to lift the ‘trays 
upwardly and make it easy for anyone desiring 
to get at the trays, t`o lift them up. The'arms and 
supports 33 are shown in ldotted lines in Fig. 3 
in a partially lifted position with one of the doors 
open. By opening the other door, ¿the trays can 
be lifted higher if desired, to secure access to 
the bottom tray. Lifter rods 35a may engage 
pins 35 to assist in lifting the trays. 
In Fig. 9 -I have shown a modified construc 

tion where the refrigerating receptacle "is en 
tirely enclosed at the bottom ends, sidesfand top, 
one of the sides being provided with a door l0. 
There is a cooling element 9 and a partition made 
up of the members 25 and 26 whichv extends across 
the receptacle and engages the opposite walls 
by means of the spring members 30, the'~ftw0 
members 25 and 26 being adjustable vertically. 
The air cooled by thecooling element 9 dropspby 
gravity into the chamber II and the warmer'air 
passes over the partition and drops by gravity 
into the chamber 42 ,so that the chamber‘nris 
cool, but at a higher temperature than the cham 
ber Il. In this construction I have shown the 
compressor, motor and other refrigerating de 



` way across the refrigerating receptacle so that _the 
t section 414' of the‘pottom :is ̀ higher than _the sec 
t1en„4_s,a1theugh thebqttom‘ maybe au; of the 
sameheightv if desired.` l ' ` ` l 

the'side ofthe receptacle opening into one. o_f the 
chambers so that accessthereto can be secured, 

¿$24,521. 

to remove material therefrom‘orplace „material i 
therein .without Vthe cold n air .from ythe other 
chamber flowing out. ̀ Itwillïfurther beseen that 
lby opening this?door'the material yrnayafbeV `ree` 
moved‘from or inserted .inthe chamber 4|".„With 
out the cool airpas'sing therefrom..y AThis "may` be t 
facilitated ‘by moving the partitionl .to'ran'in 
clined position as shown in dotted lines, the spring 
members 30 holding it in this position. _ . , i 

. I preferV to provide a door 40a at the top of the 
refrigerating receptacle lso that access can be'had 

to thecooling element 9 and >s_o‘that` the cooling ïelement can be'moved up _out ̀ of the receptacle, 

as is' shown in the other drawings, for purposes 
of, defrosting or, for other "purposes, This cool 
_ing receptacle may be constructed and mounted. 
so that this can be accomplished by the construc` 

tion shown in the other drawings. ` ' l l t . ‘ In this construction I prefer to have the ̀ lower 

` 'end oflthe partition pivotally'connected in posi~ 
‘tion so that it maybe. moved to an inclined posi 
tion, not onlytc` secure access to the chamber 4l. 
but to` reduce ̀ the height of the partition; For 

‘ this purpose a construction similar'fto that shown 
in Fig. 12 may be` used, where there is at each 
end a `pin 46 Awhich passes through apart 41 
separate from the partition or part 25 and which 
also passes through' apart 48 connected with' 
the partition.` >There is a spring 49 surrounding 
the `pin 46. n The pins L46 actas pivots about 
which the partition can be moved and the springs 
48 press the partsV "against the parts48 so as  
to hold the partition in' any Aof its various ‘posi 
tions. ~ ' ` n' » ' " ` t A ` 

The Yuse and operation of my invention l, are as 
follows. » ` ' ‘ ` 

When the device is use ̀ it is placed any 
desired position and the `cooling `element 9 is. 
preferably in` a horizontalA position. The re 
frigerant is then'run through‘the cooling ele 
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¿milla` eggsjandany other materialwhich‘it isde- l 
. sired lto keep cold, but which shouldgnot be ̀frozen...` 
may be placed in chamber 29. The temperature l 

.in- theycham‘ber 2li .maybe varied tosecu-re the .de 
„siredjtemperature by adjusting the partition to, 
-securethis resulta. i . e 

l @When it is desired Ato 
only necessaryaol scrape theffrost from 1 the 
,smooth ¿sides .of the ‘ cooling element. To ̀make it 
easy to ̀ do .thisfthe cooling element may be‘moved 
up out of> the receptacle l'by simply sliding the` 
part Ilia up _to the top of the‘slotÍ |0b..„The dotted " 
position of ̀ the cooling, elementin Fig. 4 ̀ shows 
`the cooling element partially moved up, but'it can 
ybe moved up so‘lthat itis entirely outside‘of the 
receptacle(V Instead of scraping the frost off. of 
`the cooling elementiit'can be easilyand quickly t 
defi-usted by simplymoving the member lila` up " 
to` the top of the refrigerating receptacle and 
movingrthe cooling 'element about its pivot ̀ to a 

` vertical position. In this position the entire cool- -. 
ing element is outside of therrefrigerating recep- l .  
tacle andis in the ̀ Warmyair. `>The frost will " 
quickly and easily melt, so ̀ that ̀ the cooling “ele 
ment willbe free from frost or ice;Y The waterr ` ‘ 
due to this melting‘rnay` be ̀ caught in a suitable 1 ' 
receptacle, either at the bottom of the refrigerat- ` ` 
ingu receptacle or atqthe` top of the refrigerating l 
receptaciejust below‘the cooling element. It will 
be ¿s_een‘t‘hat this `device can be defrosted by 
scraping off the Afrost or ice from the cooling 
element, orby` permitting itV tomelt, without re~ 

` ducing the temperatureof the refrigerating re 
ceptacle and ¿without removingany ofthe mate 
rial therein, for when the doors are open to move 
the cooling element ̀ up'out of the receptacle,` the 
cold air will be held lnby gravity and cannot pass 
`out and the _warm airfcannot pass in because itis ` 
too light,` the colderair. in the 
ceptacle preventing this.> 

‘A XWhen it is desired‘rt'o `maintainl one or 
the` chambers> 28 and 29 at any predetermined 

refrigerating` re 

‘ temperature, any suitable automatic shut off de 
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ment, which coolsfit to a very‘lowv temperature. l 
Anylsuitable material‘lt is desired‘to freeze may 
be placed directly onftop of the cooling‘element, 

. such, for example,> as the ice cube trays, and ice 
will be‘very quickly formed. Itwill be‘seen that 
by this means the ice cube trays or whatever is 
placed on the cooling element, are all in view and ̀ 
their condition easily seen and any one of them 

vice `for shutting off the supply of `refrigerant 
may be used and may be set at the desired tem` Y 
perature to shut off .the refrigerant, to secure 
this result/.Èl . l ‘ ` 

n In aliof these .constructions the conduitsyconé ,t 
necting thecooling element` with the. source oi"` 
refrigerant supply are flexible and of proper 

. `length topermit the cooling element tobe moved 

can be easily and quickly removed. They can be t 
seen through the glass door` and they can be seen 
when the door is open, whether it is made of glass 
or opaque material. t f t ` « ` v 

The air surrounding the cooling element is 
cooled and drops by gravity down into the cham 
ber 28. This cold` air displaces the warmer air 
and causes it to rise up and pass over the par 
tition made up of the members 25 and 26. The 
`very cold air remains in the chamber 28 and it 
is only the warmer air whichpasses over the top ̀ 
of the partition into the chamber ̀ 29. `By suit-4 
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ably regulating the height and horizontal posi- f 
tion of the partition, the relative temperature in 
the two chambers may be greatly varied.` 
The chamber 2B may be‘used for materials it is 

desired tofreeze, such ̀as meatabutter, icecream n 
and any edible material which is notinju'red by 
freezing. Edibles, . such as vegetables, . salads, 
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up out of ̀ the refrigerating receptacle for de- ‘ 
frosting orotherpurposes.` Theessential thing ‘i 
in this` construction so ̀ far as` defrosting is con 
cerned, is that there shall be means for isolating ` 
the cooling element from the air within the re 
frigerating receptaclev while it, is still connected 
.to the source of refrigerant‘supply and surround 
ing the ̀ cooling element by outside air, and for re 
associating the cooling element ' with air inside 
the receptacle to cool such air. " ` 

I claim: 
1. A refrigerating 

receptacle.. located near the‘top thereof and ex 
tending part way across said receptaclafand a l Y 
partition which divides the receptacle into two ‘ 
chambers ̀ of unequal temperaturea‘said parti 
tionextending from the bottomy of the receptacle 
upwardly, with its upper edge below‘the cooling 

‘ element," the -air around the cooling element be 
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ingcooled thereby and dropping by gravity into . ` ` 
thechamber below the cooling element and caus 
ing'the warmer air to rise and‘pass over the top 

>defrost.the devicegit is ` 

pour of -¿ ‘ 

l apparatus comprising a re# 
`frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom, ends 

' and sides, a coolingelement in said refrigerating 
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of the partition into the other chamber. so that 
two connected chambers are provided, cooled to 
different temperatures by the same cooling ele 
ment. 

2. A refrigerating apparatus comprising a re 
frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom, ends 
and sides, a cooling element in said refrigerating 
receptacle, located near the top thereof and ex 
tending part way across said receptacle, a parti 
tion which divides the receptacle into two cham 
bers, said partition extending from the bottom of 
the receptacle upwardly, with its upper edge be- . 
low the cooling element, the air around the cool 
‘ing element being cooled thereby and dropping 
by gravity into the chamber below the cooling 
element and causing the warmer air torise and 
pass over the top of the partition into the other 
chamber, so that two connected chambers are 
provided, cooled to diiferent temperatures by the 
same cooling element, and means for adjusting 
the height of said partition to vary the relative 
temperatures of the two connected chambers. 

3. A refrigerating apparatus comprising a re 
frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom, ends 
and sides, a cooling element in said refrigerating 
receptacle, located near the top >thereof and ex 
tending part way across said receptacle, a parti 
tion which divides the receptacle into two charn 
bers of unequal temperatures, said partition ex 
tending from the bottom of the receptacle up 
wardly, with its upper edge below the cooling ele 
ment, the air around the cooling element being 
cooled thereby and dropping by gravity into the 
chamber below the cooling element and causing 
the warmer air to rise and pass over the top of 
the partition into the other chamber, so that two 
connected chambers are provided, cooled to dif 
ferent temperatures by the same cooling element. 
and means for varying the ‘relative sizes of said 
chambers to vary the relative temperatures 
therein. ` 

4. A refrigerating apparatus comprising a re 
frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom, ends 
and sides> and having a nat top, a coolingele 
ment in said refrigerating receptacle, located 
near the top thereof and extending part way 
across said receptacle, a partition which divides 
the receptacle into two chambers of unequal tem 
peratures, said partition extending from the bot 
tom of the receptacle upwardly, with its upper 
edge below the cooling element, the air around 
the cooling element being cooled thereby and 
dropping by gravity into the chamber below the 
cooling element and causing the warmer air to 
rise and pass over the top of the partition into ~ 
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the other chamber, so that two connected cham 
bers are provided, cooled to diii'erent tempera 
tures by the same cooling element, and a door 
for covering the top of said refrigerating recep 
tacle, said door when cloud converting the re 
frigerating receptacle into a table, whereby ';he 
refrigerating apparatus performs the function 
zäh two pieces of furniture, arefrigerator and a 

le. 
5. A refrigerating apparatus comprising a re 

frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom. ends 
and sides, a cooling element in said refrigerating 
receptacle, located near the top thereof and ex 
tending part way across said receptacle, a parti 
tion which divides the receptacle into two cham 
bers of, unequal temperatures, said partition ex 
tending from the bottom of the receptacle up 
wardly, with its upper edge below the cooling ele 
ment, the air around the cooling element being 
cooled thereby and dropping by gravity intoy the 
chamber below the cooling element and causinß 
the warmer air to rise and pass over the. top of 
the partition into the other chamber, so that two 
connected chambers are provided, cooled to dif 
ferent temperatures by the same cooling ele 
ment, a` door for covering the top of said refrig 
erating receptacle, said door when closed convert 
ing the refrigerating receptacle into'a table, said 

' door forming a portion of the top of the table, and 
30 
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hinged extensions in alignment with said top to 
extend the table top and which may be moved 
down along the sides ofthe receptacle' when de 
sired. 

6. A refrigerating apparatus comprising a re 
frigerating receptacle closed at the bottom, ends, 
sides and top, a cooling element in said'recep 
tacle, located near the top thereof and ‘extend 
ing part way across said receptacle,a partition 
which divides the receptacle into two chambers, 
said partition extending from the bottom of the' 
receptacle upwardly, with its upper edge below 
the cooling element, the air around the cooling 
element being cooled thereby and dropping by 
gravity into the chamber below the cooling ele 
ment and causing the warmer air to rise and pass 
over the top of the partition into the‘other cham 
ber, so as to provide two connecting chambers 
cooled by the same cooling element, one chamber 
being at a higher temperature than the other 
chamber, and a door in the side of the receptacle, 
opening into one of said chambers, so that mate 
rials may be taken from said chamber without 
permitting the cold air to escape from the other 
chamber. ` ` ' 

' WILLARD L. MORRISON. 


